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SLNRC 34 0016 FILE: 0278
SUBJ: Safe Shutdown Following

Loss of Instrument Bus

Mr. Harold R. Denton, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D. C. 20555

Docket Nos. STN 50-482 and STN 50-483

Dear Mr. Denton:

Licensing Confirmatory Issue No. 8 for the Callaway Plant and B.9 for
Wolf Creek Generating Station involve the issue of safe shutdown follow-
ing the postulated loss of an instrument bus. The original SNUPPS
respor.se to this-issue is provided in SNUPPS FSAR Question 420.1. Based
on its review of the original response, the NRC staff identified five
items to be confirmed in order to resolve this issue. The five items
are identified in section 7.4.3.1 of the NRC Safety Evaluation Reports
for the SNUPPS plants.

The enclosure provides additional information to address these five
items and resolve this Confirmatory Issue.

Very truly yours,

N 'cholas A. Petrick,

MHF/nld8bl2
Enclosure

cc: D. T. McPhee KCPL J. Neisler/B. Little USNRC/ CAL

G. L. Koester KGE W. Schum/A Smith USNRC/WC

D. F. Schnell UE J. Konklin USNRC/RIII
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Additional Information Regarding Safe Shutdown
Folowing Loss of an Instrument Bus

Item (1): Confinn that all ac and dc instrument buses that could affect
the ability to achieve a cold shutdown condition were reviewed.
Identify these buses.

Item (3): Confirm that clear, simple unambiguous annunciation of loss
of power is provided in the control room for each bus address-
ed in Item (1) above. Identify any exceptions.

Response: The following response addresses the above two items.

All ac and dc instrunient busses that could affect the ability
to achieve a cold shutdown condition were reviewed using the
guidelines of I&E Bulletin 79-27. A discussion of this
review follows. It should be noted that the SNUPPS design
has the capability to achieve cold shutdown using only Class
lE equipment.

The busses that supply vital instrument power to the SNUPPS
instrumentation systems include the 125 V Class lE oc systs
and the 120 volt Class lE instrument ac system.

The 125 volt Class lE de system is composed of four indepen-
dent channels of dc power, each consisting of a bus and an
associated battery and charger. The battery chargers are
powered from a diesel generator backed bus. The following
alarms are provided in the control room for each Class lE dc
system channel:

a. System Ground
b. Charger dc overvoltage
c. Charger dc undervoltage
d. Charger ac undervoltage
e. Charger f ailure
f. Charger ac and dc breaker open
g. Loss of main switchboard voltage
h. Loss of distribution board voltage

i. Loss of Battery (system imbalance)

The 120 Volt Class lE instrument ac system is composed of
four independent channels of ac power, each consisting of a
bus supplied by a dedicated inverter. A backup ac source,
from the 480 volt Class IE system, is also provided via
appropriate regulating transformers. Each inverter is
supplied from an associated Class lE battery, as described
above. Each channel of the 120 volt Class lE instrument ac
system is provided with the following alanns in the control
room:
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a. Loss of inverter dc input
b. Loss of inverter ac input
c. Loss of distribution board voltage

- The 120 volt Class lE instrument ac system provides power for
the vital reactor instrumentation and protection systens.
With one' of the four channels inoperable, the remaining three
channels are capable of monitoring the vital reactor para-
meters continuously for safely shutting down the reactor.
Similar safe shutdown capability is provided for the 125 voit
Class lE de system.

In addition to the above, the non-Class lE reactor process
controls are powered from the non-Class lE ac system through
two non-Class lE uninterruptable power supplies (UPSs). A
backup de supply from the 120 volt non-Class lE dc system is
provided to each UPS. The de busses that supply these backup
feeds are powered from battery chargers that are energized by
a diesel generator backed bus. Alarms provided in the
control room for the 125 volt non-Class lE dc system are the
same as those provided for the Class lE system.

Finally, miscellaneous non-Class IE instrumentation is
powered from the 120 volt non-Class lE instrument ac system.
This system consists of two instrument ac busses, each
powered from the 480 volt Class lE ac system through quali-
fied isolating devices. A loss of voltage alarm for each
distribution bus is provided in the control room.

In summary, all busses in the SNUPPS plant that supply power
to instrument systems are provided with alanns in the control
room that indicate a loss of bus. All busses can be powered
from the diesel generators and are provided with the necessary
redundancy (in the case of the Class lE systems) to ensure
safe shutdown of the reactor with the loss of any bus in a

i system.

Item (2): Confirm that all instrumentation and controls required by
emergency shutdown' procedures were considered in the review.i

Identify these instruments and controls at the system level
of detail.

Item (4): Confirm that the effect of loss of power to each load on each
|

bus identified in Item (1) above, including ability to reach
cold shutdown, was considered in the review.

|
l Response: The following response addresses the above two items.

i. The SNUPPS plant is designed such that the reactor may be
' taken from normal operation to cold shutdown conditions using

safety grade equipment only.

i

|
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Appendix 5.4A of the SNUPPS FSAR discusses the systems and
components required to achieve a cold shutdown condition and.

outlines the necessary procedural steps to maintain hot
' standby conditions and then to proceed to and maintain cold
shutdown conditions. This rhutdown method utilizes portions
of the following systems. The applicable section of the
SNUPPS FSAR which discusses the respective system 15. also
identified:

a. Reactor Coolant System (See Chapter 5.0)
-

; b. Main Steam System (See Section 10.2)

c. Auxiliary Feedwater System-(See Section 10.4.9)4

d. Chemical and Volume Control System (See Section 9.3.4)

e. Borated Refueling Water System (See Section 6.3) :

f. Residual Heat Removal System (See Section 5.4.7)

i g. Component Cooling _ Water System (See Section 9.2.2)

h. Essential Service Water System (Lee Section 9.2.1.2)

1. Supportive HVAC Systems (See Section 9.4)

j. Emergency Diesel Generators (See Sections 9.5.4 through
9.5.8)

I k. Spent Fuel Pool Cooling System (See Section 9.1.3)
!

1. Supportive Portions of Instrument Air System (See Section
9.3.1)

Each of the system descriptions identifies the integral role
that the system plays in achieving and maintaining a safe
shutdown. Instrumentation applications for safe shutdown are
described in section 5.4A and in Chapter 7.0.

'

, _The safe shutdown design basis for the SNUPPS plants is the
hot standby condition. Following the loss of an instrument
bus and if a reactor trip occurs, the plant operators will

,

maintain a hot standby condition. While maintaining hot
standby, the operators will~ investigate the loss of bus and
reenergize the bus if possible. Plant operations will cont- r

inue in accordance with Technical Specification provisions.
The effects of the loss cf instrument bus on SNUPPS control
systems has been addressed in the response to FSAR Question
420.4 ,

,

!
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Should an event occur which would place the plant under a
Limiting Condition for Operation or if recovery from the event
will cause the plant to be shutdown for an extended period of
time, the plant may be taken to a cold shutdown condition.-

Based on the capability of the SNUPPS plants to achieve cold
shutdown using only safety grade equipment, the control room
operators have the necessary redundant instrument and control
systems available regardless of the loss of any Class lE or
non-Class lE instrument bus. Therefore, if the affected
instrument bus cannot be reenergized, sufficient safety grade
(Class lE) indications and controls are available to achieve
and maintain a cold shutdown condition.

Operator actions required to recover from postulated accidents
and transients, including postulated single failures, are
addressed in plant emergency procedures. To address the
situation where the postulated initiating event is a loss of
instrument bus, the SNUPPS Utilities have prepared procedural
guidelines which incorporate the safe shutdown method discuss-
ed in FSAR Appendix 5.4A.

Item (5): Confirm that the rer* view of IE Circular 79-02 (which is
required by Action Item 3 of Bulletin 79-27) was extended to

, include both Class lE and non-Class lE inverter-supplied
,

instrument or control buses. Identify these buses or confirm
,

that they are included in the listing required by item (1),

above.

Response: The response to NRC Question 420.1 stated that the review of
I&E Circular 79-02 did not warrant any design modifications.
The initial review of this Circular considered only the Class
lE 120V vital ac busses. A subsequent review that also>

considered the non-Class lE inverter supplied busses also
showed that no design modifications are warranted.

i Because of the capability to attain safe shutdown utilizing
only Class lE equipment, Action Item 3, of Bulletin 79-27 is
not applicable to SNUPPS. However, a rereview of Circular
79-02 for non-Class lE busses (as requested by Bulletin
79-27), in any event, showed that all conclusions remain the
same. The basis for these conclusions is described below.

It should be noted that the origins of Circular 79-02 stem
from failure of static switching to inverter sources upon the

j degradation of both independent offsite sources. The static
' switches were manuf actured by Solid State Controls, Inc.

(SCI).
|

|
|
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SNUPPS instrument ac busses, whether Class lE or non-Class lE
do not employ static switching. Rather, in the case of the ,

Class IE busses, the loads are supplied via a charger as
described in the items 1 and 3 response of this letter. Upon
loss of the charger, a 125V dc (nominal) battery assumes the
load. (Refer to FSAR figure 8.3.6). The non-Class lE invert-
er supplied instrument process racks normally obtain power
from a non IE MCC source which is rectified and then inverted.
A diode in the positive leg of the alternate battery feed
prevents conducting by the voltage of the normal feed. In the
case of loss of the normal MCC feed, the voltage drops below
the blocking voltage of the diode and the battery instantly

; feeds the load until ac power is restored.

Circular 79-02 also addresses four items which should be
considered in the licensee review of inverter units. Our
further review of this Circular in view of these four items
for non-Class lE inverter supplied instrument racks shows that
no design changes are warranted.

The listing of the SNUPPS Class IE vital inverters and non-
Class lE inverters is as follows:

Vital Inverters (Ref. to figure, Fig. 8.3.6 of FSAR)
,

NNil
NN12
NN13
NN14

Non Vital Inverters
b

PN01
PN02

,
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